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Terminology Terminology 

Active Control TrialActive Control Trial
–– Clinical trial where the comparator strategy is an active Clinical trial where the comparator strategy is an active 

(i.e., known effective) strategy(i.e., known effective) strategy

–– Typically chosen when a placeboTypically chosen when a placebo--control trial is thought control trial is thought 
to be either unethical, infeasible, or bothto be either unethical, infeasible, or both

Superiority TrialSuperiority Trial
–– Prototypical clinical trial where the goal is to Prototypical clinical trial where the goal is to 

demonstrate that the new treatment is better than demonstrate that the new treatment is better than 
placebo or standard therapyplacebo or standard therapy



Terminology Terminology --2 2 

NonNon--Inferiority TrialInferiority Trial
–– Trial design where the goal is to show that the new Trial design where the goal is to show that the new 

therapy is not worse than standard therapy by some therapy is not worse than standard therapy by some 
tolerable margin (e.g., 30tolerable margin (e.g., 30--day mortality difference no day mortality difference no 
greater than 1%)greater than 1%)

Equivalence TrialEquivalence Trial
–– Trial design where the goal is to determine whether the Trial design where the goal is to determine whether the 

outcomes of 2 therapies are within some acceptable outcomes of 2 therapies are within some acceptable 
range of one another (e.g., 30range of one another (e.g., 30--day mortality within day mortality within ±± 1%)1%)



Why perform a nonWhy perform a non--inferiority trial?inferiority trial?

•• Placebo control trial unethical but still want to Placebo control trial unethical but still want to 
demonstrate that the new treatment is better than demonstrate that the new treatment is better than 
nothing (nothing (““putative placeboputative placebo””) approach) approach

•• New therapy may offer important advantages over New therapy may offer important advantages over 
currently available effective therapiescurrently available effective therapies

–– Improved safetyImproved safety

–– Better tolerability/fewer side effectsBetter tolerability/fewer side effects

–– Ease of use (2Ease of use (2ndnd generation DES, QD drug, etc.)generation DES, QD drug, etc.)

–– Less expensiveLess expensive

–– Increased market competition (?)Increased market competition (?)



NonNon--Inferiority TrialsInferiority Trials-- Cardiology ExamplesCardiology Examples

D/MI/D/MI/IpsiIpsi--StrokeStrokeCEACEACarotid Carotid DzDz20062006SPACESPACE

D/MI/UD/MI/U--TVRTVRGuardwireGuardwireSVG PCISVG PCI20032003FIREFIRE

D/MI/UD/MI/U--TVRTVRUFH + 2b3aUFH + 2b3aPCIPCI20032003REPLACEREPLACE--22

D/MI/UD/MI/U--TVRTVRAbciximabAbciximabPCIPCI20012001TARGETTARGET

3030--d mortalityd mortalityrr--tPAtPASTEMISTEMI19971997GUSTO 3GUSTO 3

D/MI/Stroke/D/MI/Stroke/RevascRevascCABGCABG3vd or LM 3vd or LM dzdz20082008SYNTAXSYNTAX

TVFTVFTaxusTaxus DESDESPCI/DESPCI/DES20062006ENDEAVOR 4ENDEAVOR 4

D/MI/UD/MI/U--TVR/bleedTVR/bleedUFH + 2b3aUFH + 2b3aNSTENSTE--ACSACS20062006ACUITYACUITY

EndpointEndpointControlControlConditionConditionYearYearTrialTrial



How can you prove How can you prove 
equivalence?equivalence?



Statistical Testing:  Superiority TrialStatistical Testing:  Superiority Trial

H0 (Null Hypothesis)

ET = ES

Ha (Alternate Hypothesis)

ET ≠ ES

Application:  If we can reject the null hypothesis (with 
95% certainty), this represents strong evidence that 
the 2 treatments are not equivalent (and that one or 
the other is superior)



Statistical Concepts:  Superiority TrialStatistical Concepts:  Superiority Trial

-4 -2 0 2 4

Interpretation

Inferior

Uncertain

Superior

Uncertain

Difference in Primary Endpoint



Statistical Testing:  NonStatistical Testing:  Non--Inferiority TrialInferiority Trial

H0 (Null Hypothesis)

ET – ES ≥ δ

Ha (Alternate Hypothesis)

ET – ES < δ

Application:  If we can reject the null hypothesis (with 
95% certainty), this provides strong evidence that the 
test treatment is not worse than the standard 
treatment by δ (the non-inferiority margin)



Statistical Concepts:  NonStatistical Concepts:  Non--Inferiority TrialInferiority Trial

-4 -2 0 2 4

Interpretation

A

Difference in Primary Endpoint vs. Active Control

B

C

D

E

F Not nonNot non--inferiorinferiorFF

NonNon--inferiorinferiorEE

Not nonNot non--inferiorinferiorDD

NonNon--inferiorinferiorCC

Not nonNot non--inferiorinferiorBB

NonNon--inferiorinferiorAA

2-sided test
Alpha = 5%

Non-Inf Margin



Statistical Concepts:  NonStatistical Concepts:  Non--Inferiority TrialInferiority Trial

-4 -2 0 2 4

Interpretation

A

Difference in Primary Endpoint vs. Control

B

C

D

E

F Not nonNot non--inferiorinferiorFF

NonNon--inferiorinferiorEE

Not nonNot non--inferiorinferiorDD

NonNon--inferiorinferiorCC

Not nonNot non--inferiorinferiorBB

NonNon--inferiorinferiorAA

Upper 1-sided confidence limit (97.5 percentile)

1-sided test
Alpha = 2.5%



Selecting a nonSelecting a non--inferiority margininferiority margin

•• Critical to preCritical to pre--specify the nonspecify the non--inferiority margin to inferiority margin to 
avoid Type I error (false positive results)avoid Type I error (false positive results)

•• Potential approachesPotential approaches
–– Clinical rationaleClinical rationale expert opinion (expert opinion (““what is the maximum what is the maximum 

difference you would tolerate?difference you would tolerate?””))
–– Regulatory rationaleRegulatory rationale based on previous trials based on previous trials 
–– Statistical + Clinical rationaleStatistical + Clinical rationale designed to preserve designed to preserve 

some minimum proportion of benefit vs. placebo some minimum proportion of benefit vs. placebo 
((““putative placeboputative placebo”” approach)approach)

•• Rule of thumb:  Margin cannot be greater than the Rule of thumb:  Margin cannot be greater than the 
smallest effect size that the active comparator smallest effect size that the active comparator 
would be expected to have vs. placebowould be expected to have vs. placebo



Selecting a NonSelecting a Non--Inferiority MarginInferiority Margin

-4 -2 0 2 4

Difference in Primary Endpoint

-4 -2 0 2 4

Placebo-Control 
Trial

Active-Control
Trial

Minimum benefit of 
active treatment = 1%

Non-inferiority margin = 
0.5% 



Does the nonDoes the non--inferiority margin matter?inferiority margin matter?

GUSTO 3 COBALT

NEJM 1997;337:1118-23 NEJM 1997;337:1124-30



Impact of the MarginImpact of the Margin

GUSTO 3 COBALT

Superiority Trial
• N = 15,059 pts with STEMI
• RPA vs. tPA
• Powered to detect 20% relative 

reduction in mortality

30-day mortality
RPA = 7.47%
tPA = 7.24%
95% CI = - 0.66% to 1.1%

Conclusions
• RPA and tPA are “similar”

(margin of ~1%)

Superiority Trial
• N = 15,059 pts with STEMI
• RPA vs. tPA
• Powered to detect 20% relative 

reduction in mortality

30-day mortality
RPA = 7.47%
tPA = 7.24%
95% CI = - 0.66% to 1.1%

Conclusions
• RPA and tPA are “similar”

(margin of ~1%)

Non-Inferiority Trial
• N = 7169 pts with STEMI
• Double bolus tPA vs. tPA
• Non-inferiority margin = 0.4% 

(lower bound of GUSTO benefit)

30-day mortality
RPA = 7.98%
tPA = 7.53%
95% upper CI = 1.49%

Conclusions
• Double bolus tPA “not equivalent”

to accelerated infusion tPA

Non-Inferiority Trial
• N = 7169 pts with STEMI
• Double bolus tPA vs. tPA
• Non-inferiority margin = 0.4% 

(lower bound of GUSTO benefit)

30-day mortality
RPA = 7.98%
tPA = 7.53%
95% upper CI = 1.49%

Conclusions
• Double bolus tPA “not equivalent”

to accelerated infusion tPA

Pdiff=0.54 Pdiff=0.53



Practical Issues with Practical Issues with 
NonNon--Inferiority TrialsInferiority Trials



Sample SizeSample Size

•• Often assumed that a nonOften assumed that a non--inferiority trial must have a inferiority trial must have a 
smaller sample size than a similar superiority trialsmaller sample size than a similar superiority trial
under most circumstances, this is only the case when under most circumstances, this is only the case when 
the nonthe non--inferiority margin is too largeinferiority margin is too large

•• In general, use of a proper nonIn general, use of a proper non--inferiority margin leads inferiority margin leads 
to very large sample sizesto very large sample sizes

•• ImplicationImplication:  Only use a non:  Only use a non--inferiority design when inferiority design when 
you think that the experimental therapy cannot beat you think that the experimental therapy cannot beat 
the active control in a fair superiority trialthe active control in a fair superiority trial

–– From a practical perspective, it is often difficult to prove nonFrom a practical perspective, it is often difficult to prove non--
inferiority if the experimental therapy is even inferiority if the experimental therapy is even ““slightly worseslightly worse””



Choice of the NonChoice of the Non--Inferiority MarginInferiority Margin

•• Even with a wellEven with a well--justified margin (based on multiple justified margin (based on multiple 
previous placebo controlled trials), a claim of nonprevious placebo controlled trials), a claim of non--
inferiority always tends to be less impactful inferiority always tends to be less impactful 

•• Trial results always somewhat Trial results always somewhat ““unsatisfyingunsatisfying”” and and 
subject to considerable postsubject to considerable post--hoc criticismhoc criticism



Assay SensitivityAssay Sensitivity

•• DefinitionDefinition:  Property of a clinical trial defined as the :  Property of a clinical trial defined as the 
ability to distinguish an effective treatment from a ability to distinguish an effective treatment from a 
less effective or ineffective treatmentless effective or ineffective treatment

•• General conceptGeneral concept:  Would the current trial have :  Would the current trial have 
detected a benefit vs. placebo if a placebo group detected a benefit vs. placebo if a placebo group 
had been included?had been included?

–– If not, one cannot be confident that the 2 active If not, one cannot be confident that the 2 active 
treatments arentreatments aren’’t just t just ““equally ineffectiveequally ineffective””



Assay SensitivityAssay Sensitivity-- continuedcontinued

•• Key assumptionsKey assumptions
–– Active treatment clearly beneficial vs. placeboActive treatment clearly beneficial vs. placebo
–– Current study involves similar pts to previous trials, similar Current study involves similar pts to previous trials, similar 

event rates, and similar background therapiesevent rates, and similar background therapies

•• These assumptions cannot be readily verified in These assumptions cannot be readily verified in 
the trialthe trial inherent limitation of noninherent limitation of non--inferiority trialsinferiority trials

•• General techniques to improve assay sensitivityGeneral techniques to improve assay sensitivity
–– Blinded assessments of objective endpointsBlinded assessments of objective endpoints
–– Precise measurement techniquesPrecise measurement techniques
–– Trial conditions similar to previous placeboTrial conditions similar to previous placebo--control trialscontrol trials
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Data Quality/Trial ConductData Quality/Trial Conduct

•• In a superiority trial, the sponsor has a strong incentive to In a superiority trial, the sponsor has a strong incentive to 
minimize errorsminimize errors in trial conduct and measurement, since in trial conduct and measurement, since 
these errors would bias the trial results toward the nullthese errors would bias the trial results toward the null

•• In a nonIn a non--inferiority trial, the incentives are reversedinferiority trial, the incentives are reversed

•• Key issues in trial conduct that can bias toward a finding Key issues in trial conduct that can bias toward a finding 
of of ““nonnon--inferiorityinferiority””

–– Enrolling a low risk populationEnrolling a low risk population unlikely to benefit from unlikely to benefit from 
either treatmenteither treatment

–– NonNon--compliance and crossovercompliance and crossover

–– Insensitive outcome measureInsensitive outcome measure

–– Loss to followLoss to follow--upup



Can we infer superiority?Can we infer superiority?

•• YesYes…… if the 95% confidence interval for the if the 95% confidence interval for the 
treatment benefit excludes both the nontreatment benefit excludes both the non--inferiority inferiority 
margin and 0, this would generally be considered margin and 0, this would generally be considered 
sufficient to reject the hypothesis of no differencesufficient to reject the hypothesis of no difference

•• ButBut…… the opposite is not true. If a superiority trial the opposite is not true. If a superiority trial 
fails to reject the null hypothesis, one cannot infer fails to reject the null hypothesis, one cannot infer 
nonnon--inferiorityinferiority

•• Implication:  If you want to have your cake and eat it, Implication:  If you want to have your cake and eat it, 
tootoo design a proper nondesign a proper non--inferiority trialinferiority trial



Statistical Concepts:  NonStatistical Concepts:  Non--Inferiority TrialInferiority Trial

-4 -2 0 2 4

Interpretation

A

Difference in Primary Endpoint vs. Control

B

C

D

E

F Not nonNot non--inferiorinferiorFF

NonNon--inferiorinferiorEE

Not nonNot non--inferiorinferiorDD

NonNon--inferiorinferiorCC

NonNon--inferiorinferiorBB

NonNon--inferiorinferiorAA

2-sided test
Alpha = 5%

Non-Inf Margin

Both non-inferior 
and superior to 

std therapy



Final ThoughtsFinal Thoughts

•• Given recent improvements in CV outcomes, in Given recent improvements in CV outcomes, in 
many cases new therapies may have only marginal many cases new therapies may have only marginal 
benefits over existing therapy; as a result, there is benefits over existing therapy; as a result, there is 
increasing emphasis on nonincreasing emphasis on non--inferiority trial designsinferiority trial designs

•• NonNon--inferiority trials are not simply underpowered inferiority trials are not simply underpowered 
superiority trialssuperiority trials in general,in general, nonnon--inferiority trials inferiority trials 
are more challenging to design, conduct, and are more challenging to design, conduct, and 
interpretinterpret

•• Choice of the Choice of the nonnon--inferiority margininferiority margin is critical and, is critical and, 
ideally, should be based on preservation of a ideally, should be based on preservation of a 
relevant proportion of the benefit of the active relevant proportion of the benefit of the active 
comparator in previous studiescomparator in previous studies



Final ThoughtsFinal Thoughts-- 22

•• In order to demonstrate In order to demonstrate assay sensitivityassay sensitivity, it is , it is 
important to replicate the conditions of previous important to replicate the conditions of previous 
trials as closely as possible and to use highly trials as closely as possible and to use highly 
sensitive and reliable measures of clinical benefitsensitive and reliable measures of clinical benefit

–– Remember that assay sensitivity is an assumption based Remember that assay sensitivity is an assumption based 
on study design and external factors, and cannot be on study design and external factors, and cannot be 
proven directly with trial dataproven directly with trial data

•• With careful attention to these details, we can use With careful attention to these details, we can use 
nonnon--inferiority trials as an effective tool to advance inferiority trials as an effective tool to advance 
clinical science without sacrificing patient safety or clinical science without sacrificing patient safety or 
important regulatory principlesimportant regulatory principles


